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Dear Harold: 

May 27, 1969 

Forgot to mention, yes I am sueing for the necktie with 
hopes of picking up traces of metal on "neutron activation 
analysis". 

You did not mention your ideas in relation to the tie. 

Sincerely, 



5/29/59 

'fieer John, 

Rolet 27, it is so you cenrot find metallic traces on the 
necktie that I think you should try for it end to be eble to examine 
it closely, for it is not possible that it as struck by either a 
bullet or a bona fraement. I go into this in PO I` 'IrTiy III. More, 
it is not possible you e~ill find such traces on the abort collar, 
unless, say, a scalpel leaves traces.(my belief, npt fact.) It is 
clear .the_buileteceeldeeet_heve ceeeedeekeheredeLekele.eto both 
front ends of the shirt collar and the tie. =doze, there is no hole 
in the tie, merely a "nice. Nom a bullet making a hole in bath 
collar ends and eoing threueh ell of Connally is not about to melte 
a circle around the knot of a tie, which is centered pvecisely at 
these collar ends. 

Clever, those Repert writers, NO? 

I cannot contravert the available nedical evidence 
that there is no break in the floor of the brain, hence-  it could 
not seem possible for a bone fragment (Thompson) to have caused 
the front neck or-the front gareeet demeges. 

This morning, as promeeed, I sent you registered the 
draft of the beginning of the analyeis end 3 long letter, plus a 
draft of the affidavit. This from the post affirm, so it intuld at 
out in tle toning ail. Then, after the 'Tank oeened, I no ;seized` 
the neetly-tyeed affidavit, initieleae each page, and sent it. 
If I included things you do not went included, let me knee and I'll 
do another or type it the woe you leant end I'll get that sworn. 

Sincerely, 

Herold 	isberg- 

eze ••• ee 14.\  , 	 h. 
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